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The nRti ent presentinp v.r:t th correctable acuity less than the 
standard 20/20 requires more than the standard vision examination. 
nptometrists involved ln the mRnap.ement of these cases must explore 
"innovative techniCJues and ideas of examination to fully address and 
understand the visual systems and needs encountered. Only then can an 
A.ccurate treatment plan be established. This stud;-.r exrlores a ne,•· facet 
in the care of these patients in the hopes of furtherinp the extensiveness 
r..nu cons:i stency in 11.1-li ch they are managed. 

This investipation involves tV!O instruments, the ~1entor Potential 
AcuHy 1feter and the SITE IRAS Interferometer. Both have traditional 
uses involvinr. cataract patients; they are frequently employed to 
predict post-operative acuity of cataract patients prior to the lenticular 
extraction. Various studies have proven the instruments' effectiveness 
in this use. A different approach as to the utilization of these two 
instruments is presented here. 

Evaluation of a patient presentinp ~~th a best visual acuity less 
than 20/20 must include refractive, patholopical, binocular and 
monocular assessment. Still, the optometrist may "·'onder if the BVA 
correctton is ontiJPPl for the natient. Is th:!.s the best acui t:r obtainAble 
or can more h : cone? Perhans the ~resentinp- conrlit:ion re s~onsic le for 
t~e ~educe~ ecu~ ty voul~ te better ennroached ~ith A contact lc~s 
corr ection as o:rmossed to a spectacle lens correct5on . '"oulcl the t:ii!'c 
f'or a nr0l' ?.l:::le di f'ficul t contact lens fit be ~~·ell spent? Ynov·:inp: the 
T'?.tient' s best noss:ible acuity Y.Jould p:!ve the ontometri st a tyne of poa l 
t o .... or'r; toi"Arc; it r·ould let the optometrist knov· thAt he or she 1: " s done 
all that is possible to manap:e the case. If the snectRcle lens cm-rec tion 
,.i 11 not nroduce th:! s a cui tv, nerhans a contact J enG correction vrj 11. 
The e~"ect:i viti es o: the :~enter 0 otentia] Acuity ''ieter e..nd th~ Tl?.f\,<"' 
Tnterf'erometer to nred:i ct best obtainable acuity in nat:ients ,.,. ~ th snectRcle 
P.Yf: ' s of less than 20/20 :ts exnlored. 

1.1entor Guyton-' Un.kowski 
as an instrument or e e ~ arac 
ocular opacity. The PNA, utilizing a Haxwellian viev; optical system, 
:oroJects an acuity chart onto . ~the retina via a beam of incandescent light 
convergent to an aerial aperture of O.lmm diameter. This image bypasses the 
cataract by teing passed through a clear zone in the cataract. Thus, the 
beam neglects the scattering effects of the opacity. The PNJ is also 
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sited RS useful v.•i th large, irregular or unkno~.rn refractive errors to 
predict best correctable acuity. 

This instrument is mounted on a slit lamp and available in two 
different visual acuity charts: one of letters, one of nt~bers. Both 
visual acuity charts range from 20/20 to 20/400. Testing should be 
performed in a dimly lit room which usually renders occlus;tion of the 
opposite eye unnecessary. The sphere power control, ranging from -lO.OOD 
to +lJ.OOD should be adjusted to the patient's spherical equivalent 
correction. The instrument has a long enough depth of focus to allow 
the dioptric control to be set to an approximate pov.·er rather than to 
the exact power. The patient may also be tested throuph a trial frame 
of the BVA refraction. 

Instructions to the patient should include explanation of what v:ill 
be seen as well as what needs to be reported, ie, reporting of the numbers 
or letters to the smallest distinguishable. In addition, the patient should 
be told to avoid unnecessary movement in order to maintain a steady focu s . 
The examiner aims the beam at the iris initially. This small v•hite dot of 
light is then vie~-:>ed by lookinf! throw.h the lowest marnif:!cation of the 
m:icroscone or v:!ewed by lookinp; outside of the slit lamn at the :iris. The 
dot is brought into the pupil; the natient should be told to look at the 
lip;ht in order to assure aUrnment. Usinp a corresnonrlinp key, the 
examiner notes the ecuity achieved. Testi.np; should take between one Rnd 
five minutes . 

. SITE IRf..S Interferometer 

The fiTE TTtftf Interferometer is designed to measure v:isual acuit:v 
independent of media opacities and refractive error. Utiliziw lfaxv.·ellian 
viev·, this hand held instrument produces interference frinp:es throw;h 
constructive and destructive interference of near-coherent beams of \''hi te 
lip;ht. Thus creating patterns or ·· dark and light stri})es rl:i rectly on the 
retina, the spacing betv:een these lines translates to an l'l.cuity level whHe 
bypassinp media opacities and refractive error. Cataracts or other ocular 
opacities, as v:ell as refractive error, should have no effect on ncui t~r 
measured. 

IRAS Interferorr.etry should be performed in a room lit v·ell enoeyh 
to see the patient's pupil. The examiner holds the instrument parallel to 
the patient's forehead vd.th his or her hand. This bridrinr effect:ively occludes 
the eye not beinp tested. Throuvh the examiner's eye niece, the examiner 
viev'f: both the nA.tient's pupil and the three slit sources. The slit 
s0urces should be centered in the nun:U, or positioned so Rs to Bvoi d the 
dens~:r ~o'!'t:i0ns of An 0nacit:v. For mAximum T'enet::r'Ation, the s0urce r>rY!nts 
s'!-!0nld be focused in the plane of an.v presentinP. opacH:v. As the natient's 
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nattern line separation decreases, the slit source senarat:i.on increases 
to a maximum of 1.4rnrn at 20/15 acuitv. Pattern orientation can be 
altered 360° by rotating the body of the instrument. The pattern vie·wed 
by the patient is v,ri thin a circular target which can be varied between 
J 0 and 8°. While refractive error has no effect on the line pattern, 
refractive errors in excess of ±6.00D may disturb the clarity of the 
target boundary. It is suggested to use the 5° or 8° field in these 
instances. 

Again, the patient should be instructed as to V'hat v:ill be seen 
and what responses are expected, that is, to report the pattern 
orientation. Unnecessary movement should be avoided to maintain 
fixation. Translation of line spacing to visual acuity can be read 
from a window in the instrument ranging from 20/15 to 20/800. Testing 
Rhould take two to three minutes. 

Patients and t~ethods 

In this study, the !'N~ and IRAS Interferometer '"ere used simul
taneously to nredict best correctable acuity of natrially sighted 
patients. Eyes tested in the study presented with ocular conditions 
assumed to be better addressed throw.h the wear of ripid pas nerrneable 
contact lenses than through the ·t•rear of spectacle lens correct! ons. It 
is the ~oal of the study to determine ~hich instrument more accurately 
nred~cts acu:ity of these natients nrior to a nroner fit dth rivld P'A.s 
nermeable contact lenses. It is not the nurnose of this study to 1mnly 
that contact lenses are the only anpropriate correction for these patients. 
As v:ill presumably be inferred by the reader, various microscopic and 
telescopic systems could be of great assistance to many of these 
individuals; and in fact, these devices ·v,•ere incorporated in t he mn nn~ement 

of several of the patients. This study investigated only one aspect of 
care of the partially sighted, that is, correction by rigid gas permeable 
contact lenses. 

l'he term 11partially sighted 11 in this study referred to a BVA 
snectacle correction resulting in less than 20/20 visual acuity. Patients 
p~esented without a contact lens correction and were not dilated durine 
testinf.. Prior to taking IRAS Interferometer and PMA measurements, 
spectacle BVA was determined for each patient. 

I~~ Interferometric testinp. utilized the a· field ~~th the power 
svdtch on the hir,h position or 6.J foot lamberts of illumination. It 
was necessary for the patient to discriminate line orientation from 
poss:itle orientations of horizontal, vertical, 45° , and 135° • Acuity 
measurements were determined from the smallest discernable pattern of 
vertical lines. Vertical orientation was chosen for tv.ro reasons. First, 
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vertical lines are most easily distinguished by with-the-rule astigmats. 
Second, vertical or near vertical lines are more frequently encountered 
in the alphabet than are horizontal lines, which helped maintain consistency 
v.rith PN!. testing involving letters. 

In testing \•:ith the PMA, the sphere power control was set at the 
patient's spherical equivalent. The visual acuity chart involved letters. 
Credit for acuity was given for three of four letters on a line correctly 
identified. 

After testinr., ripid gas nerrneable contact lens narameters for 
ont:imurn fit '-'!ere detemined. At the dispense of the contact lenses, fit 
end rov'er were verified to be cor:r..!'!ct for the natient. /l_rter a contact 
lens adaptation time, acu:lty was obtained under standard :Illumination viith 
the Feinbloom Distance Test Chart for the Partially Sighted. 

Results 

Sub.iect #1 
The patient nresented with ocular albin:lsm with associated r>endular 

nystagmus. Contact lenses were fit 0U with similar pov.rers and dimensions. 
Of note is the inconsistency of the IRAS to siv.nificantly undernredict the 
acuity 0J and to slip:htly overpredict acuity OS. The PAH pave ~ consistent 
and mc~erate underprediction OU • 

.:.utjectt/2 
This compound myopic astigmat presented ~~th a BVA correction of 

OD -6.00 I -1.25 x 180, OS -5.25 I -1.75 x 165. The IRAS and PA'.1 both 
predicted accuratel:r OU in this instance. v·hich gave the patient 20120 
acuity thro~h the contact lenses. 

Subject #3 
Presenting v:i th aphakia OU and pendular nystagr.ms due to conr,eni tal 

iatrogenic toxicity, this patient was only fit OS due to reasons unrelated 
to the scope of this report. Both instruments gave rather optimistic 
forecasts, the J'R.A.S more so than the PNC Perceived m::>vement of the IHAS 
target due to the ~vstagrnus may have provided clues as to pattern 
orientation, thus exnlaininp. the overly optimistic prediction. 

Sub.iect #4 
The natient was diagnosed as having oculocutaneous albinism \'.ri th 

associated pendular nystap.rnus. This patient, with -3.25D \'ITR cylinder, 
nresented V:1th the preatest astiprnatic error in the study. This cylinder 
created some concern over the accuracy of the PA'~ in VThich the snhere
cylinder e~uivalent is utilized as opnosed to the sphere and cylinder 
correction. Predicting accurately OS, the PMA predicted only one line 
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optimistically OD. The IRAS, while predicting only one line optimistically 
OS, gave a three line optimistic reading OD. 

Sub.iect #5 
Presenting as a high myope of -9.50D OD and -9.25D OS with only a 

small amount of cylinder, the two instruments predicted rather equivocably. 
The PNvf predicted correctly OU. The IRAS predicted a one and a half line 
better acuity OD and predicted correctly Of. 

0uh,iect #6 
The natient presented with oculocutaneous albinism and associated 

pendular nystagmus. With nearly identical contact lens corrections OU, 
the IRAS predicted one line pessimistically OU. The PA~ gave an accurate 
reading OD and a half line optimistic reading OS. 

Subject #7 
This fourteen year old patient presented with congenital nystav,mus 

of unknovm etiology. A contact lens correction of minor pov:er was fit 
OU. The IRAS predicted a three line better vision than that obtained OD 
and predicted accurately OS. The PNA predicted accurately OD and one 
pessimistic line OS. 

Discussion 

Thirteen eyes '~ere tested :fn this study. A false posi.tive re~>.dinr:, 
final acuity '':orse than that nredicted, V'.'as l"iven ~,, t"h<? Tot. ." in "ive 
of these thirteen cP.ses. The amount of ontimism reTif"ed ~rom one line 
to ~ sinple extreme of fourteen lines of acuity. There are various 
reasons for the false positive nredictions of the IRA~ in this stuc ~: . 
One, as mentioned previously, is movement pivinv. clue s ns to na ttern 
orientet1 on. ~ !ovement can occur from the natient, as in n:vst afm!us, and 
also from the examiner despite efforts to stabilize the instrument durinp 
testin,g. Another testiny. clue occurs in cases of sil"ni ficant tmcorrected 
h;rperopia. A perceived doublinP of the image mav occur in these instances, 
af!a~n nrovidiJ1f' unwanted indications of orientation. 

It has also been supp.ested that acuity necessary to detect line 
orientation is a more primative form of acuity than that needed to detect 
letters. Letter recognition requires detection of individual cornronents 
as well as construction of these components into a v:hole. A final reason 
for false positives is proposed from the high contrast achieved v:ith the 
I1AS as it bypasses optical defects. This contrast is not obtainable 
with convential acuity measures. 

The PAM gave three false positive readings. Only one of these 
readings gave an optimistic prediction greater than one line of acuity. 



One possible explanatfon for these readings as pertaining to this study 
involves the high illuminance level at the retina. Ap.ain, this illuminance 
is not procured with traditional acuity charts. 

Wl1ile the IRAS gave four false negative readings, or worse predictions 
of acuity than that actually obtained, only one of these vrere greater than 
one and a half lines of acuity. Possible explanations are presented. 
First, the IRAS predi.cts acuity with a rather unfamilar target. While 
patients are accustomed to acuity charts of _letters or numbers, a stripe 
pattern may cause confusion and a less than true acuity reading. Second, 
usinf- the lar~e 8° field pattern covers a retinal area beyond the central 
macular rer:ion. In the absence of maculopathy, this may create a prediction 
of vision worse than the obtained vision. 

Giving three false neratives, the PA'~ incorrectly predicted by one 
line of acuity in one of these readinps, and by eight lines of acuity in the 
other t\\'O. '1any of the study cases involved at least a mild amount of 
cylinder. The P!iH, \':ith the dio-ptdc control set at the sphere/cylinder 
equivalent, may have given a more accurate prediction in the natlent had 
been allowed to control or alter the settine, or if trial lenses with 
cylinder had been used. Also, a rwstagmus or tremor would render the 
letters difficult to locate and detect by the patient, again creating a 
false negative reading. 

Being limited by 
statistical analysis. 
optometrists involved 
particularly those to 

size, this study does not lend itself well to 
However, implications can be drawn for those 

with the management of partially sighted individuals, 
be fit \':i th rigid gas permeable contact lenses. 

First, in cases of pendular nystagmus, the PA'.~ was a more accurate 
predictor of vision than was the IRAS in seven of the nine cases. In six of 
these nine cases, F.AH predictions were within one line of achieved acuity. 
Two of the three readings not ~~thin one line of acuity predicted a worse 
vision than that obtained. IRA~ predictions in the nystav.mus presentations 
\'Jere within one line of acuity iri ~ four of the nine cases. Four of the 
five cases not predicted by the IRA~ ~ithin one line of acuity gave 
overly optimistic readings. 

~econd, cases of high refractive error free of nvstapmus revealed 
the two instruments to be rot!..f;!hly equivalent. lf.ore notably, both instruments 
were vii thin one line of obtained acuity in all cases excent one in which 
the IRAR nrediction was one and a half lines pessimistic. Having an accurate 
prediction of vision achievable with high refractive errors can be an 
asset to the eye care practicioner. Acuity measured after the initial fit, 
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as compared to that predicted by the IRAS or PMJ, should dictate any 
apnropriate lens changes. Time spent with unnecessary lens chanpes in 
an effort to f:Ind maximum acuity through trial and error can t hus be 
eliminated. 

Third, in review of all cases, the PAl<( was the more accurate predictor 
in eight of the thirteen cases. The two instruments gave eouivalent 
predictions in three of the thirteen. Thus, the IRA~ gave -t,~·o readings 
more accurate than PA'·J readi.nes~ The ITtA~ predicted overall '~rithin one 
line of acuity in seven cases. The PAl( also nredicterl vrith:in one line 
of acuity in these seven .cases, as well as in three other cases, for a 
total of ten of thirteen cases in which the PAM predicted within one line 
of acuity. \'n1en not v:ithin one line of acuity, the IRA.S measured optimistically 
in two-thirds of the cases while the PA!A measured pessimistically in 
two-thirds of the cases. 

Closing Remarks 

Being a study limited by number invites further investigation in this 
area. Future experimentation may wish to ponder these considerations. 
The population base in this study \":as not evenly distributed and was not 
all-inclusive of the conditions suitable to the study. Further research 
involving larger and more comprehensive population bases \'Jould certainly 
be of value. 

Accuracy in these studies may be increased through certain measures. 
First, optical corrections of snhere and cylinder power v:hiile taking 
measurements with t'he PA' ·~ may create more accurate predictions. ~econd, 
accuracy of the IT?_A[" Interferometer may be improved 'by varying the f'jeld 
size. Furthermore, measurement of nupil size and consistency of punil 
size during testing could lend r,reater precision to the study. .J\dd:itional 
exnloration of this area is necessary to establish the instruments' full 
notentials and lim:itations. 
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ACHIEVED 
SUBJECT AGE PRESENTING CONDITION IRA.'~ P.AJA ACUITY -

#1 22 ocular albinism OD 20/L,OO 20/200 20/120 
OS 20/100 20/200 20/120 

#2 38 compound myopic OD 20/20 20/20 20/20 
astigmatism OS 20/20 ~ )/20 20/20 

#3 43 aphakia/pendular OS 20/60 20/100 20/200 
nystagmus 

#4 19 oculocutaneous OD 20/50 20/70 20/80 
albinism os 20/70 20/80 20/80 

#5 14 compound myopic OD 20/40 20/25 20/25 
astigmatism Ofl 20/25 20/25 20/25 

.::-·r #6 33 oculocutaneous OD 20/40 20/30 20/30 
albinism · Ofl 20/40 20/25 20/30 

#7 14 COI'lf.enital OD 20/30 20/60 20/60 
n,ystagrnus n~ 20/60 20/70 20/60 
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